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Abstract
Property testing is a relaxation of classical decision
problems which aims at distinguishing between functions
having a predetermined property and functions being far
from any function having the property. In this paper we
present a novel framework for analyzing property testing algorithms with one-sided error. Our framework is based on a
connection of property testing and a new class of problems
which we call abstract combinatorial programs. We show
that if the problem of testing a property can be reduced to an
abstract combinatorial program of small dimension, then the
property has an efficient tester. We apply our framework to a
variety of classical combinatorial problems. Among others,
we present efficient property testing algorithms for geometric clustering problems, for the reversal distance problem,
for graph and hypergraph coloring problems. We also prove
that, informally, any hereditary graph property can be efficiently tested if and only if it can be reduced to an abstract
combinatorial program of small size.
Our framework allows us to analyze all our testers in
a unified way and the obtained complexity bounds either
match or improve the previously known bounds. We believe
that our framework will help to better understand the structure of efficiently testable properties.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider Property Testing problems,
that is, problems of determining whether a given function
has a predetermined property or is “far” from any function
having the property. A notion of property testing was first
explicitly formulated by Rubinfeld and Sudan [25], who
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were motivated mainly by its connection to program checking. This notion arises naturally in the context of program
verification [7, 25], learning theory, and, in a more theoretical setting, in probabilistically checkable proofs [6]. In
[17], the study of property testing for combinatorial objects
was initiated. In this and other more recent papers (see, the
excellent surveys in [13, 16, 24] and the references therein),
various algorithms have been proposed for testing graph and
hypergraph properties, for testing geometric properties, for
testing properties of metrics and matrices, for testing properties of regular languages and branching problems, for testing monotonicity, properties of Boolean functions, etc.
A property testing algorithm (property tester) is a randomized algorithm that distinguishes (with low error probability) between the functions that have a predetermined
property and functions that are “far” from any function having the property. A good property tester is one that looks
only at a small fraction of the function values. There are
two error models for property testing algorithms. In this paper we consider only the one-sided error model, in which
the tester must accept every function that has the property
and must reject with probability at least 32 every function
that is “far” from having the property. To specify the notion
of being “far” from having a property, one has to define a
distance measure between functions. For a given parameter
, a function is -far from having a property if it has distance
bigger than  from any function having the property.
Since property testing is a relaxation of the traditional
decision problem, it is often possible to design algorithms
that are much faster than their “classical” counterparts.
In particular, there exist many property testing algorithms
whose complexity is sublinear, or even independent of the
input size (see, e.g., [13, 16, 24]). This, in turn, resulted
in development of sublinear-time approximation algorithms
(in the ”traditional” sense) for many classical combinatorial problems, including bisection, metric Max-cut, clustering problems, estimating the cost of the minimum spanning
tree, etc. (see, e.g., [4, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19, 20]).

s such that if f is far from having the property, then f will
be rejected with probability at least 23 . Our framework is
designed to help in the analysis needed in this step.
In order to define our framework, we first introduce
briefly a notion of an abstract combinatorial program
(ACP). An ACP consists of a ground set, which is typically
a set of basic objects underlying the property testing problem, a set of bases, where each basis is a configuration of a
subset of the ground set, and a violation function that verifies the input constraints and specifies whether an element
violates a given basis or not. We call a basis feasible if it is
not violated by any object from the ground set. We investigate a generic problem of testing feasibility of an ACP, that
is, for a given ACP, we want to distinguish the case when
the ACP has a feasible basis from the case when any basis is
violated by at least an  fraction of objects from the ground
set. We present a sampling theorem (Theorem 1) that gives
a bound for the size of the random sample taken in the sampling property tester when testing feasibility of ACPs. We
show that if a certain monotonicity property is satisfied by
an ACP, then the sample size s depends only on the maximum size of the basis in the ACP. Thus, the sample size is
independent of the size of the ground set.
The main idea behind introducing abstract combinatorial programs is that for many properties ACPs capture the
structure essential for testing the property. Therefore, in
our framework we reduce property testing of a given property Q to the problem of testing feasibility of related ACPs.
We show that property Q (closed under taking restrictions)
can be tested efficiently if there exists a reduction to abstract
combinatorial programs that satisfies two properties:

Although many efficient testing algorithms are known,
most of them have been analyzed using ad-hoc techniques
designed specially for the problem at hand. There is still insufficient methodology and a very few tools that could help
in the analysis of efficient testers for new problems. Goldreich et. al. [17] (see also Theorem 4.3 in [13]) presented
a fairly general framework (for the two-sided-error model;
see [18] for a characterization in a one-sided-error model)
of studying testing of certain graph partitioning problems.
They were able to apply this framework to some graph problems, including graph coloring, clique, cut, and bisection.
Another general approach, which uses the Szemerédi regularity lemma, has been proposed recently for studying graph
problems and problems on matrices [3, 14, 21]. Even if this
method is very powerful (and in particular, it allowed to
prove that all first order graph properties without a quantifier alternation of type ∀∃ have property testers whose complexity is independent of the size of the input graph), there
are still some limitations of this approach. Furthermore,
even though the bounds obtained by using the regularity
lemma lead to the complexity bounds that are often independent from the input size, their dependence on the approximation parameter  is often enormous (see, the “tower”
bounds in [3] and superpolynomial lower bounds in [1]).

1.1. A Framework for Property Testing Problems

The main contribution of this paper is introduction of a
novel framework to analyze property testing algorithms. We
focus on functions properties that are closed under taking
restrictions. That is, we consider properties of the following form: If a function f : D → R has a given property,
• the reduction is distance preserving, that is, any functhen so has the function f|X (function f restricted to X),
tion that is far away from Q is mapped to an ACP in
for any X ⊆ D. This class of properties captures a type
which each basis is violated by many objects from the
of monotonicity which is essential for almost all (if not all
ground set, and
non-trivial) one-sided error property testers and it includes
•
the reduction is feasibility preserving, that is, if the
many natural properties. For properties closed under takfunction
restricted to a sample set S has property Q,
ing restrictions, we consider property testing algorithms that
then
the
subset
of the ground set corresponding to S
choose a sample of the domain S ⊆ D uniformly at random
has
a
feasible
basis
in the ACP.
and then verify if f|S has the property:

 To demonstrate the applicability of our framework, we
S AMPLING P ROPERTY T ESTER
show its generality by applying it to a variety of problems.
We illustrate our framework on problems from geometric
sample a set S of s objects from D uniformly at random
optimization, computational biology, and on graphs and hyif f|S has the property then accept else reject

pergraphs. An important feature of the framework is that it
Property testing algorithms of this kind are simple to improvides a powerful tool that allows to concentrate on the
plement. The main difficulty with their use is the estimation
combinatorial structure of the problem at hand rather than
of the sample size: what is the right sample size s (which
on probabilistic arguments about sampling. For example,
is the query complexity of the tester) so that the algorithm
our analysis of clustering has a similar flavor as the previous
is a correct property tester? It is easy to see that for propanalysis of this problem in [2]. What distinguish our analerties closed under taking restrictions, if f has the required
ysis, however, is that we do not have to deal with the probproperty then the algorithm always accepts f . Thus, the
abilistic analysis of the sampling required by the tester that
challenging part of the analysis is to estimate the value of
actually hides the combinatorial structure of the problem.
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Problem

Source

k-diameter
clustering
in Rd

[2]
[2]
this paper
this paper

sorting by reversals
k-coloring

this paper
[11]

of `-uniform

[5]

hypergraphs

this paper

D. Given a real number , 0 ≤  < 1, we say a function
f ∈ F is -far from (having a property) Q if ς(f, g) >  for
any function g ∈ Q∩F. An -tester for property Q is an algorithm that (i) accepts any function f ∈ Q and (ii) rejects
with probability greater than or equal to 23 any function that
is -far from Q.
We assume the access to any function f ∈ F is given by
an oracle that can access values of f . Then the number of
the queries to the values of the input function f ∈ F is the
query complexity of the property tester.

Query complexity

√
Ω((1/β)(d−1)/4 ); Ω( n) for β = 0
2
−1
2d
e
O(k d 
(2/β) ); only in L2 metric
e −1 (1 + 2/β)d ); any Lp metric
O(k
e d −1 (2/β)d−1 ); any Lp metric
O(k
O(k/)
e 2 `2 /2 ))`
(O(k
e `−1 /2 ))`
(O(k
e `/2 ))`
(O(k

Table 1. Summary of selected specific results.

2.1. Abstract Combinatorial Programs
Instead, we can deal with pure combinatorial arguments and
hence, simplify the proof to obtain a stronger bound for the
complexity of the tester. Our tester for hypergraphs coloring is also of similar flavor (compare to [4, 5, 11], where
more complicated arguments are used and weaker bounds
are obtained).
In this paper, we first introduce abstract combinatorial
programs and show that they are testable if certain requirements are satisfied. Then, we present a simple version of
our main theorem and we illustrate it on the examples of
the diameter clustering problem and the sorting by reversals problem. Then, we present our full framework and discuss its applicability on the example of hypergraph coloring
problem, in which the new framework leads to compact and
elegant proofs. In the last section, we show that for any
testable hereditary graph property there exists a reduction
to ACPs that proves that the property is testable.
We can apply our framework to some other combinatorial problems. However, due to space limitations we only
consider the problems listed in Table 1.

In this section we describe the notion of abstract combinatorial programs. An abstract combinatorial program
(ACP) is defined by an abstract set of objects, which we call
a ground set, a set of bases, which consists of some “basic” configurations of subsets of the ground set, and a set of
constraints described by a violation function.
The ground set depends on the problem under consideration (and in all our applications is independent of the input
instance). For example, this may be a vertex set of a graph
or a set of halfspaces describing a linear program.
A set of bases consists of some “basic” configurations of
subsets of the ground set. And so, for example, if the ground
set is a vertex set of a graph, then a basis may be defined as
a subset of vertices, or as a subset of vertices X together
with an associated k-vertex-coloring of X. If the ground
set is a set of halfspaces in Rd defining a linear program,
then we could take as the set of bases the intersection of
any d halfspaces (which is known to define a point in Rd
in a non-degenerated case). Because of technical reasons,
we shall always assume that every basis is defined as a pair
(X, `), where X is a subset of the ground set and ` is an
index describing a configuration of X (for example, in the
graph-coloring example above, it is a coloring of vertices in
X). Unlike the ground set, the set of bases usually depends
on the input instance.
A violation function is used to determine which bases are
feasible. Typically, the violation function depends on the
input instance. To define a violation function, for example,
in the linear programming case, we can say that a given
halfspace H violates a given basis if and only if the basis
determines a point p which is not contained in H. For the
graph-coloring example above one can define the violation
function such that a vertex v violates a basis (colored vertex
set X) if and only if in the input graph the k-coloring of X
cannot be extended to a proper k-coloring of X ∪ {v}.
Formally, we define an abstract combinatorial program
in the following way.

2. Property Testing and Abstract Combinatorial Programs
Throughout the paper, we denote by D a finite set called
domain and by R a set called range. By F we denote the
set of functions from D to R and by F ∗ be the set of “restrictions” of functions in F, that is, F ∗ = {f : X → R :
X ⊆ D}. A set Q ⊆ F ∗ is called a property of F (or
a property defined on the elements of F ∗ ). A property Q
of F is called closed under taking restrictions if f| S ∈ Q
holds for every f ∈ Q and any S ⊆ D.
We assume there is given a (problem dependent) distance
measure ς : F × F → [0, 1] that measures the distance between any two functions in F (it is not required for ς to be
a metric). Typically, our distance measure will be the relative distance between the functions (see, e.g., [6, Definition 4.1]), that is, for any two functions f, g ∈ F, we define
ς(f, g) = Prx∈D [f (x) 6= g(x)], where the probability is
taken according to the uniform probability distribution over

Definition 2.1 Let C be a finite set (called a ground set).
An abstract combinatorial program (ACP) over C is a pair
(B, $), where
3

3. Simple Reductions to ACPs

• B ⊆ {(K, `) : K ⊆ C, ` ∈ N} is a set of bases, and
• $ : B × C → {true, f alse} is a function defining
whether a basis b ∈ B is violated by an element c ∈ C.

Our main motivation to introduce abstract combinatorial
programs was to study their relation to property testing algorithms. In this section, and later in Section 4, we show
how the framework described in Section 2.1 can be applied
to obtain various efficient property testers, where in many
cases the structure of the problems on the first glace does
not seem to fit into the framework of abstract combinatorial programs. We present a rather general reduction-based
technique that can be used to prove the correctness of various property testing algorithms by reductions to abstract
combinatorial programs.
Our approach of using the framework of abstract combinatorial programs to study property testers of functions
f ∈ F is to reduce testing of f to testing certain ACP. In
the simplest case this reduction is done in a rather easy way,
because there is a one to one correspondence between the
domain of f and the ground set of the ACP. A more complicated reduction requires some manipulations with the
ground set, bases, and the violation function. Therefore,
for simplicity of presentation, we first describe the simpler
model and only later, in Section 4, discuss its extensions to
the full framework.
The following theorem describes a simple version of our
framework.

A basis b is feasible if it is not violated by any c ∈ C, that is,
if $(b, c) = f alse for every c ∈ C.
An abstract combinatorial program is feasible if it has a
feasible basis.
We study abstract combinatorial programs in the context of
deciding whether a given ACP is feasible or not. In our
framework we shall use also the following definitions.
Definition 2.2 (ACP Dimension) An abstract combinatorial program A = (B, $) over C has dimension (δ, %) if
for all b = (K, `) ∈ B it holds that |K| ≤ δ and ` ≤ %.
Definition 2.3 (Self-feasible bases) Let (B, $) be an
abstract combinatorial program. We say a basis b =
(K, `) ∈ B is covered by a subset C ∗ ⊆ C if K ⊆ C ∗ .
We say that a basis b is feasible for a subset C ∗ ⊆ C, if
no c ∈ C ∗ violates b. We say a subset C ∗ ⊆ C contains a
self-feasible basis if there is a basis b that is covered by C ∗
and that is feasible for C ∗ .
Definition 2.4 ((Semi-)monotone ACPs) A feasible abstract combinatorial program (B, $) over C is monotone
if any subset S ⊆ C contains a self-feasible basis. Let s
be any integer. A feasible abstract combinatorial program
(B, $) over C is s-semi-monotone if any subset S ⊆ C with
|S| ≥ s contains a self-feasible basis.

Theorem 2 Let F be a set of functions from a finite set D
to a set R and let Q be a property of F that is closed under taking restrictions. Let 0 <  < 1. Let ACP(δ,%) (D)
be the set of abstract combinatorial programs over D of dimension (δ, %). Let s = Θ(−1 · (δ · ln(δ/) + ln %))). If
for every f ∈ F there exists an abstract combinatorial program Af ∈ ACP(δ,%) (D) such that:

2.2. Testing Abstract Combinatorial Programs
In this section we consider the problem of testing ACPs.
An abstract combinatorial program is -far from feasible if
any basis is violated by more than  · |C| objects from the
ground set C. An -tester for ACPs is an algorithm that (i)
accepts every feasible ACP and (ii) rejects with probability
at least 32 any ACP that is -far from feasible. The following
key theorem characterizes testable ACPs.

(Distance Preserving) if f is -far from Q then Af is -far
from feasible and
(Feasibility Preserving) for every S ⊆ D, if S contains no
self-feasible basis then f|S ∈
/ Q,
then the following algorithm is an -tester for Q with the
query complexity of Θ(−1 · (δ · ln(δ/) + ln %))) :


T ESTER (f )
Sample a set S of s elements in D uniformly at random
if f|S ∈ Q then accept f else reject f


Furthermore, the same algorithm is an -tester for Q if the
Feasibility Preserving property is replaced by the following
s-semi Feasibility Preserving property:
for every S ⊆ D with |S| ≥ s, if S contains no selffeasible basis then f|S ∈
/ Q.

Theorem 1 (Testing ACPs) Let C be a finite ground set
and let ACP(δ,%) (C) be the set of abstract combinatorial
programs over C of dimension (δ, %). Let s = Θ(−1 · (δ ·
ln(δ/) + ln %)). Then, the algorithm that takes as its input
an ACP A ∈ ACP(δ,%) (C), samples a set S of s objects from
C uniformly at random, and accepts A if S contains a selffeasible basis (and rejects otherwise), satisfies the following
properties:
1. If A is -far from feasible, then A is rejected with probability at least 23 .
2. If A is feasible and it is either monotone or is s-semimonotone, then A is accepted.


Proof :

We first observe that the query complexity of
T ESTER (f ) follows directly from the fact that T ESTER (f ) queries
for exactly s values of f .
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With this definition, our goal is to design an efficient
property tester that for given k,  and β > 0 (i) always accepts any point set that is k-clusterable and (ii) rejects with
probability at least 32 any input that is (, β)-far from being
k-clusterable.
For any non-empty set X of points in Rd with
dist(x, y) ≤ 1 for every x, y ∈ X, the kernel kern(X)
of X is defined as the intersection of unit balls with centers
at the points in X.
Let P be a point set in Rd , k a positive integer, and β
a positive real. Let X1 , . . . , Xk be any disjoint subsets of
P . We say a point p ∈ P is β-covered by {X1 , . . . , Xk }
if for some i and some q ∈ Xi we have p ∈ kern(Xi ) and
dist(p, q) ≤ β.
To use the framework from Theorem 2 we define domain
D to be the set {1, . . . , n}, range R to be the set Rd , set of
functions F to map the points to their locations in Rd (i.e.,
from D to R), and property Q to correspond to all functions in F ∗ that represent point sets that are clusterable into
at most k-clusters such that any pair of points in each cluster
is at distance at most 1. Now, in order to use our framework
from Theorem 2 we have to describe for any input set P of
n points in Rd an ACP AP over D that satisfies the preconditions of the theorem.
The bases in AP are formed by k sets of points (ground
set elements), one set for each cluster. (In the remainder of
this section we assume that a basis is given as a partition of
a set of points into k sets rather than a set of points with an
encoding of such a partition.) The idea of introducing the
sets associated with the clusters is to represent each cluster
by a small set of points X for which the kernel will approximate the kernel in the real clustering. We want to define the
bases such that if the input point set P is k-clusterable, then
there is a basis {X1 , . . . , Xk } such that each point p ∈ P
is β-covered by {X1 , . . . , Xk }. On the other hand, we define the bases such that if any k-clustering of P has diameter greater than 1 + β, then for any {X1 , . . . , Xk } there
is a point p ∈ P that is not β-covered by {X1 , . . . , Xk }.
These two properties will then be used to distinguish between point sets that are k-clusterable and those for which
any k-clustering has diameter greater than 1 + β.

In order to show that T ESTER (f ) is an -tester for Q, we have
to prove that any function having property Q is accepted by the
tester and any function that is -far from having property Q is rejected with probability at least 32 . Since Q is closed under taking
restrictions, if f ∈ Q then for any X ⊆ D (and in particular, for
X = S) f|X ∈ Q. This immediately implies that every f ∈ Q
is accepted by T ESTER (f ). Therefore, it remains to prove that if
f is -far from Q, then the algorithm rejects the input with probability greater than or equal to 23 . We prove this by relating ACPT ESTER (Af ) with T ESTER (f ) and by applying Theorem 1.
By the Distance Preserving property, if f is -far from Q then
Af is -far from feasible. Furthermore, by Theorem 1, if Af is
-far from feasible then ACP-T ESTER (Af ) rejects Af with probability at least 23 . Af is rejected by ACP-T ESTER (Af ) only if the
chosen sample set S contains no self-feasible basis. But now, accordingly, either the Feasibility Preserving or the s-semi Feasibility Preserving property implies that if S contains no self-feasible
basis then f|S ∈
/ Q. Therefore, we can conclude that if f is -far
from Q then f|S ∈
/ Q with probability at least 32 , and hence, f is
rejected by T ESTER (f ) with probability at least 32 . This implies
that T ESTER (f ) is a proper -tester for Q.


Let us mention briefly that the ACP formulation is usually not equivalent to the problem under consideration: It
is possible that the ACP has a self-feasible basis for a subset S of its ground set but f|S does not have property Q.
For example, this is the case for the ACP formulations of
the diameter clustering problem and the hypergraph coloring problem presented later in this paper.

3.1. Testing Diameter Clustering
In this section, we demonstrate how to apply our framework of testing ACPs to test the classical problem of diameter clustering in Rd . For a given point set X in Rd , the
diameter of X is the maximum distance between any two
points in X. The (decision version of the) diameter clustering problem (see, e.g., [2] and [15, Problem MS9]) is to
decide if an input point set P in Rd can be partitioned into k
sets (called clusters) such that the diameter of each cluster
is bounded from above by a given real number 1. In this
paper, we mainly focus on the problems under the L2 metric (Euclidean), but we show also that our arguments can be
carried over to an arbitrary Lp metric, p ≥ 1.
We consider a bicriteria relaxation of the diameter kclustering problem introduced by Alon et. al. [2]. We use
the following notion (notice that Alon et. al. [2] proved that
without using the bicriteria relaxation, that is, when β =
√ 0,
there is no -tester having the query complexity of o( n)
even in the most basic case of k = 1):

Bases for diameter clustering: We recursively define the
set of bases as follows:
• {∅, . . . , ∅} is a basis (where {∅, . . . , ∅} is the set consisting of k empty sets)
• if b = {X1 , . . . , Xk } is a basis then {X1 , . . . , Xi−1 ,
Xi ∪ {p}, Xi+1 , . . . , Xk } is also a basis if p ∈ P is a
point that is not β-covered by b and (i) either Xi = ∅
or (ii) p ∈ kern(Xi ).

Definition 3.1 [2] Let P be a point set in Rd and k be a positive integer. We say P is (, β)-far from being k-clusterable
if for any partition of P into sets C0 , C1 , . . . , Ck satisfying
dist(x, y) ≤ 1 + β for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and x, y ∈ Ci , it holds
that C0 >  · |P |.

A simple volume argument gives us the following result:
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probability at least 23 rejects any input which is (, β)-far
from being k-clusterable, and has the query complexity of
e · d · −1 · (2/β)d−1 ).
O(k


Lemma 3.1 The ACP defining diameter clustering has did
mension (k · (1 + (2/β))d , k k·(1+(2/β)) ).

Violation function for diameter clustering: A basis b is
violated by a point p if p is not β-covered by b.

3.2. Testing Reversal Distance

Now, we show that the Distance Preserving and the ssemi Feasibility Preserving properties of Theorem 2 are satisfied with s = Θ(k · −1 · (1 + (2/β))d · ln(k −1 (1 +
(2/β))d )).

The study of genome comparisons and rearrangements is
one of the major topics in modern molecular biology. Mathematical analysis of genome rearrangements was initiated
by Sankoff, who introduced the sorting by reversals problem (see, e.g., [22, Chapter 10]). In sorting by reversals one
asks to compute the reversal distance of a given permutation, which is the minimum number of reversals needed to
be performed to transform the permutation into the identity
permutation. Because of its applications in computational
biology, sorting by reversals has been widely studied in the
last years (see, e.g., [22, 23]).
In this paper, we introduce the notion of property testing
in the context of sorting by reversals. We design a property
testing algorithm that verifies if a given permutation has reversal distance at most k or is -far from having reversal
distance at most k. We apply our framework to show that it
e
has the query complexity of O(k/).

Distance Preserving Property: The proof is by contradiction. Let us assume P is (, β)-far from being kclusterable and suppose there is a basis b = (X1 , . . . , Xk )
that is violated by less than  n points. We delete all points
in P that violate b and let P ∗ be the remaining point set.
Since all the points in P ∗ are β-covered by b, for each point
p ∈ P ∗ there is an Xi with p ∈ kern(Xi ) and for which
there exists qp ∈ Xi with dist(p, qp ) ≤ β. We assign each
such a point p to the cluster corresponding to Xi . Observe
that all points in the cluster are contained in kern(Xi ). Furthermore, for any point r ∈ kern(Xi ) the distance between
p and r is not larger than the distance from p to qp plus the
distance from qp to r. Hence, we can conclude that the distance between two points in the cluster (both of which must
be contained in kern(Xi )) is at most 1 + β. This implies
that P ∗ can be partitioned into k clusters of diameter at most
1 + β each, which is a contradiction.

Let Sn denote the set of all permutations of {1, . . . , n}.
A reversal %hi, ji of an interval [i, j], 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤
n, is the permutation that for each permutation π =
(π1 , . . . , πn ) ∈ Sn , %hi, ji has the effect of reversing the
order of (πi , πi+1 , . . . , πj ) and transforming π into π ·
%hi, ji = (π1 , . . . , πi−1 , πj , πj−1 , . . . , πi , πj+1 , . . . , πn )
(see, e.g., [22, Chapter 10]). Given a pair of permutations
π, σ ∈ Sn , the reversal distance between π and σ is the
minimum number of reversals needed to transform π into σ
(that is, the minimum number k such that there exists a sequence of reversals %1 , %2 , . . . , %k with π · %1 · %2 · · · %k =
σ). The reversal distance between π and the identity permutation id = (1, 2, . . . , n) is called the reversal distance of
π. The sorting by reversals problem is for a given permutation π ∈ Sn to find the reversal distance of π.
To apply our framework in the context of sorting by reversals, we have to consider also restrictions of permutations. We say π = (π1 , . . . , πn ) ∈ Sn is a restriction
of a permutation π 0 = (π10 , . . . , πn0 ) ∈ Sn if for each i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, either πi = πi0 or πi = undefined. Now, to apply
our framework, we define domain D and range R to be both
equal to {1, . . . , n}, and we define F = Sn and F ∗ to be
the set of restrictions of permutations in Sn . We extend the
reversal distance to functions in F ∗ in the following natural
way: A restriction of a permutation π ∈ F ∗ has reversal
distance less than or equal to k if there exist k reversals
%1 , . . . , %k such that if π · %1 · · · %k = σ = (σ1 , . . . , σn ),
then for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, either σi = i or σi = undefined.
We define the k-reversal distance property Q to be the
set of all permutations π ∈ F ∗ that have reversal distance

s-semi Feasibility Preserving Property: Let S be a set
of points with |S| ≥ s that contains no self-feasible basis.
Then, every basis b that is covered by S is violated by certain p ∈ S. If p violates b, then p is either outside the kernel
of every cluster in b or p is in some kernel but the distance
to each other point defining the corresponding cluster is bigger than β. In the latter case, we can obtain a new basis b0
covered by S by adding p to b. Since b0 is also violated
by some point in S and the size of each basis is bounded,
we can conclude inductively that any basis b is violated by
some point q ∈ S that is outside the kernel of every cluster. But by our discussion about the bases, this implies that
S is not k-clusterable. This yields the s-semi Feasibility
Preserving property.
Now, by our discussion above, we can apply Theorem 2
to obtain a property tester for the diameter clustering problem under the L2 metric having the query complexity of
e · −1 · (1 + (2/β))d ). Actually, one can slightly modify
O(k
our arguments to obtain even a stronger result that holds for
arbitrary Lp metrics.
Theorem 3 There is a property tester for the diameter clustering problem under the Lp metric, p ≥ 1, that for any
β, 0 < β ≤ 1/d, always accepts a feasible input, with
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smaller than or equal to k. One can easily verify that Q is
closed under taking restrictions.
In order to design a property testing algorithm we use
the relative distance in our context. We say a permutation
π ∈ Sn is -far from having reversal distance smaller than or
equal to k if for any sequence of k reversals %1 , %2 , . . . , %k ,
permutation π · %1 · %2 · · · %k disagrees with the identity permutation on more than  · n places.
The ground set C in ACPs used in our framework is identical with the domain {1, . . . , n} and, for simplicity of notation, we identify each i ∈ C with πi .
Let us notice that we can encode an interval [i, j] by πi
and πj (using the fact that π −1 (πi ) = i and π −1 (πj ) =
j). If we apply a reversal % to π then πi and πj induce the
interval [(π·%)−1 (πi ), (π·%−1 )(πj )]. We denote the interval
induced by two elements πi and πj by [πi , πj ].
We say a reversal %hr, si splits an interval [πi , πj ] if either i < r ≤ j or if i ≤ s < j. We generalize this notion
to k-reversals: A sequence of k reversals %1 , . . . , %k splits
an interval [πi , πj ] if there exists `, 0 ≤ ` < k, such that
%`+1 splits [(π · %1 · · · %` )−1 (πi ), ((π · %1 · · · %` )−1 (πj )]. If
%1 , . . . , %k does not split [πi , πj ] then we say %1 , . . . , %k is
safe for [πi , πj ]. Notice that if %1 , . . . , %k is safe for [πi , πj ],
then each of the reversals %1 , . . . , %k either entirely contains
[πi , πj ] or it does not contain any πs ∈ [πi , πj ]. Therefore, in this case, after applying %1 , . . . , %k the positions of
πi+1 , . . . , πj−1 are determined by the position of πi and πj .

set elements and let % = %1 · · · %k be a k-reversal with
(π · %)−1 (πi ) = πi for each πi ∈ S. We show that in
this case S has a self-feasible basis. Let us consider a maximal set of maximal intervals not split by %. We observe
that this set has cardinality at most 2k + 1 since a single
reversal can cause splits at no more than 2 places. We
conclude that these intervals form a basis b. It remains to
prove that this basis is not violated (the k-reversal associated with the basis does not have to be identical with %).
By our construction of the intervals (i.e., by the maximality of the intervals) each πi ∈ S is contained in a safe interval. Therefore, its position after applying the reversal is
uniquely determined by the positions of the endpoints of the
interval. Let SI ⊆ S denote the set of endpoints of intervals
of the basis b. Since b is a basis there is a k-reversal %b with
(π · %b )−1 (πi ) = πi = (π · %)−1 (πi ) for each πi ∈ SI .
Since the endpoints are mapped to the identical positions
when %b and % are applied to π, we can conclude that each
other point in S is also mapped to the identical position.
Hence, no πi ∈ S violates b and the Feasibility Preserving
property is satisfied. We conclude:

Bases for the k-reversal property: Our goal is to define
a basis as a set of 2k + 1 intervals induced by pairs of the
ground set elements of the basis. For each such a set we
then consider only reversals that are safe for these intervals.
Let π = (π1 , . . . , πn ) ∈ Sn . A set I of 2 k + 1 intervals
is a valid basis for the reversal distance problem if there is
a sequence %1 , . . . , %k of k reversals such that

In Section 3, we described a framework for testing problems via testing abstract combinatorial programs. The
framework presented in that section has a few unnecessary
assumptions that we want to address now.
The first restriction of the framework described in Section 3 is that the ground set C in ACPs is required to be identical with the domain D of the functions. In order to avoid
this restriction, we introduce the notion of interpretation.
An interpretation of C in D is a function I that maps each
subset of the ground set C to a subset of the domain D of
the functions we consider. For example, when we consider
graph properties we identify the ground set for the ACPs
with the set of vertices of the graph and the interpretation
gives us for each set of vertices the submatrix corresponding to the induced subgraph. Since interpretations affect the
query complexity of the tester we need another notion: We
say that an interpretation I of C in D is g-bounded if for every X ⊆ C it holds |I(X)| ≤ g(|X|) where g is a function
g : N → N.
We adapt the definition of the property being closed under taking restrictions to interpretations in the following
way: A property Q is closed under taking restrictions of
I, if ∀f ∈ Q, ∀S ⊆ D it holds that f|I(S) ∈ Q.
The main idea behind introducing these notions is to allow a more general analysis of algorithm T ESTER(f ) from

Theorem 4 There exists an -tester for the k-reversal dise
tance property with query complexity O(k/).


4. Full Framework of Testing Algorithms via
Testing ACPs

• (π · %1 · · · %k )−1 (πi ) = πi and (π · %1 · · · %k )−1 (πj ) =
πj for each interval [πi , πj ] ∈ I, and
• no interval [πi , πj ] ∈ I is split by %1 , . . . , %k .
If the set of intervals is a basis b, then we associate with it
any such a k-reversal %b = %1 · · · %k (ties broken arbitrarily). It is easy to verify that the ACPs constructed this way
have dimension (4k + 2, (4k + 2)4k+2 ).
Violation function for the k-reversal property: Let b be
a basis and let %b = %1 , . . . %k be the k-reversal associated
with b. We say b is violated by πi ∈ C if (π·%b )−1 (πi ) 6= πi .
Distance and Feasibility Preserving Property: With the
above definition the Distance Preserving property is trivially satisfied. The difficult part is to prove the Feasibility Preserving property. Let S ⊆ C be a set of ground
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χ(u). A hypergraph having a proper k-coloring is called
k-colorable. The k-coloring problem for hypergraphs is to
decide whether a given hypergraph is k-colorable. We assume that a `-uniform hypergraph with n vertices is represented by its `-dimensional adjacency matrix. We say a
hypergraph is -far from having a proper k-coloring if one
has to change more than  n` entries in the adjacency matrix
to obtain a hypergraph with a proper k-coloring.
To apply our framework to hypergraph coloring, we
identify the ground set C with the set of vertices V of the
input hypergraph H = (V, E). Since H is represented by its
adjacency matrix, we define the interpretation I to map each
set of vertices to the submatrix induced by these vertices.
That is, for any W ⊆ V , we have I(W ) = W × · · · × W .
Clearly, the interpretation is N ` -bounded.
Let hS, χi be a pair with S ⊆ V and χ a proper kcoloring of vertices in S. We say a vertex v is i-colorable
with respect to hS, χi if for every e ∈ E with v ∈ e, either
(i) there exists a vertex u ∈ (S ∩ e) with χ(u) 6= i or (ii)
there exists a vertex w ∈ e \ (S ∪ {v}).
In order to define bases we define a potential function
for partial colorings. The potential function is a measure
for the weighted number of “constraints” on the colors of
the uncolored vertices in the hypergraph. For any integers
i, j, let us define
n
(1)
Λi,j hS, χi := X ⊆ V : |X| = ` − j &
o
∃e ∈ E (X ⊆ e & ∀u∈e\X χ(u) = i) .

Section 3 via analyzing ACPs. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we want to test an input function f ∈ F via testing a
related ACP Af . Since Af is allowed to be an ACP over an
arbitrary ground set C, we use the interpretation I of C in D
to link the domains of f and Af in the reduction. The notion
of g-bounded functions is used to describe the size of the
random sample in the tester. That is, if the interpretation I
is g-bounded and if in our analysis we require Af to sample
a set S of s elements in C, then we shall require to sample
set I(S) from the domain D of f , where |I(S)| ≤ g(s).
In Theorem 2 we used the Distance Preserving property
that requires that if a function f is -far from property Q
then the ACP is -far from feasible. In general, however,
one can parameterize this property and require the (, λ)Distance Preserving property: if f is -far from property
Q then the ACP is λ-far from feasible.
Summarizing, in the framework defined above, it is easy
to see that Theorem 2 can be generalized to the following
theorem, which describes the main property of our framework in its full generality.
Theorem 5 Let F be the set of functions from a finite set D
to a set R, and let Q be a property of F. Let 0 <  < 1. Let
C be a finite ground set and let ACP(δ,%) (C) be the set of
abstract combinatorial programs of dimension (δ, %) over
C. Let I : 2C → 2D be a g-bounded interpretation of C in
D such that Q is closed under taking restrictions of I. Let
0 < λ ≤ 1 and let s = Θ(λ−1 · (δ · ln(δ/λ) + ln %)).
If for every f ∈ F there exists an abstract combinatorial
program Af ∈ ACP(δ,%) (C) such that:

Then, the potential of hS, χi is defined as

((, λ)-Distance Preserving) if f is -far from Q then any
basis in Af is λ-far from feasible and
(Feasibility Preserving) for every S ⊆ C, if S contains no
self-feasible basis then f|I(S) ∈
/ Q,

ΦH (hS, χi) :=

k X
`−1
X

nj−1 · |Λi,j hS, χi| .

i=1 j=1

Next, we introduce the notion of conflict and heavy vertices. A vertex v ∈ V \ S is a conflict vertex with respect to hS, χi if for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, v is not icolorable. A vertex v ∈ V \ S is heavy with respect to
hS, χi if (i) there is an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that v is
i-colorable and (ii) for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, if v is icolorable and χ0 is the extension of χ to S ∪ {v} by col`−1
oring v with color i then ∆ΦH (v, i, hS, χi) > n3 , where
∆ΦH (v, i, hS, χi) := ΦH (hS ∪ {v}, χ0 i) − ΦH (hS, χi).
The bases for the ACPs correspond to colorings of subsets of vertices.

then algorithm T ESTER (f ) is an -tester for Q with the
query complexity of g(s) = g(Θ(λ−1 ·(δ ·ln(δ/λ)+ln %))).
Furthermore, the same algorithm is an -tester for Q if
the Feasibility Preserving property is replaced by the following s-semi Feasibility Preserving property: for every
S ⊆ C with |S| ≥ s, if S contains no self-feasible basis
then f|I(S) ∈
/ Q.


5. Testing Hypergraph Coloring
In this section we demonstrate our framework from Theorem 5 to design a very efficient property tester for testing
hypergraph coloring. A hypergraph is a pair H = (V, E)
with a finite vertex set V and the edge set E ⊆ 2V . A hypergraph H is `-uniform if |e| = ` for all e ∈ E. A k-coloring
of a hypergraph H is an assignment χ : V → {1, . . . , k}. A
k-coloring is proper if no edge in E is monochromatic, that
is, if for every edge e ∈ E there are v, u ∈ e with χ(v) 6=

Bases for k-coloring:
• {∅, 0} is a basis (where 0 is the encoding of the coloring of the empty set of vertices) and
• if b = (K, χ) is a basis, v is a heavy vertex for b and
χ∗ is an encoding of the previous coloring χ of K extended by a proper coloring of v, then (K ∪ {v}, χ∗ )
is a basis.
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Violation function for k-coloring: A basis b = (K, χ) is
violated by a vertex v ∈ V if either v is a heavy vertex for
hK, χi or v is a conflict vertex for hK, χi.
It is easy to prove that the ACPs defined above have dimension (3 k `/, k 3 k `/ ) and that the corresponding reduction is feasibility preserving. The difficult part is to prove
the distance preserving property:

Let us consider the subsets of vertices that belong to Λr,j hS, χi
or to Λr,j hS ∪ {v}, χ0 i, for certain r and j. From (1), it is easy to
see that if X ∈ Λr,j hS, χi, then X ∈ Λr,j hS ∪ {v}, χ0 i too. On
the other hand, if X ∈
/ Λr,j hS, χi, then X ∈ Λr,j hS ∪ {v}, χ0 i
if and only if (i) |X| = ` − j, (ii) r = i, (iii) v ∈
/ X, and (iv)
there exists e ∈ E with X ∪ {v} ⊆ e such that every vertex
u ∈ e \ (X ∪ {v}) has χ(u) = i. Therefore, if we define
n
X ⊆ V : |X| = ` − j & v ∈
/X &
Υv,i
j (hS, χi) :=
o
,
∃e ∈ E : X ∪ {v} ⊆ e & ∀u∈e\(X∪{v}) χ(u) = i

Lemma 5.1 ((, /3)-Distance Preserving property) Let
H = (V, E) be a hypergraph that is -far from being
k-colorable and let S ⊆ V be any set of properly k-colored
vertices with a proper coloring χ. Then, either V has more
than  n/3 conflict vertices with respect to hS, χi or V has
more than  n/3 heavy vertices for hS, χi.

then
∆ΦH (v, i, hS, χi) =

`−1
X

nj−1 · Υv,i
j (hS, χi)

.

(3)

j=1

v
hS, χi, then X = e \ (S ∪
Next, let us observe that if e ∈ Ei,j
v,i
{v}) must belong to Υj+1 (hS, χi). Furthermore, for a set X ∈

|S|
Υv,i
≤ nj edges e such that
j+1 (hS, χi), there can be at most
j
v
X = e\(S∪{v}). Therefore, Ei,j hS, χi ≤ nj · Υv,i
j+1 (hS, χi) .
Hence, we can combine this inequality with inequality (2) and with
equation (3), to conclude that

Proof : The proof is by contradiction. Let us assume there are
at most  n/3 heavy vertices and at most  n/3 conflict vertices
with respect to hS, χi. Then, we show that it is possible to extend coloring χ of S to a coloring χ∗ of V that has at most  n`
monochromatic edges in H. This will yield contradiction.
We define χ∗ as follows:

χ(v) for any v ∈ S





1
if v ∈ V \ S and v is either a conflict vertex




or a heavy vertex with respect to hS, χi



∗
i
if v ∈ V \ S is i-colorable with respect to hS, χi
χ (v) =


and i minimizes (over all possible choices of




proper coloring i) the increase in potential,




i.e., ∆ΦH (v, i, hS, χi) ≤ ∆ΦH (v, j, hS, χi)


for any proper coloring j of v

`−2
[

j=0

v
Ei,j
hS, χi =

`−2
X
j=0

v
Ei,j
hS, χi ≤

`−2
X

nj Υv,i
j+1 (hS, χi)

j=0

= ∆ΦH (v, i, hS, χi) ≤

1
 n`−1 .
3

Therefore, by our arguments above, we have proven that if a
vertex v is neither heavy nor conflict, not more than 13  n`−1 edges
incident to v may be monochromatic in coloring χ∗ . Since there
are at most n such vertices, we get an upper bound of 13  n` for
the number of monochromatic edges in coloring χ∗ that are not
incident to heavy or conflict vertices. This implies that the total number of monochromatic edges in coloring χ∗ of H is upper
bounded by  n` . This in turn, implies that the hypergraph H is
not -far from being k-colorable. This yields contradiction.


Now, we give an upper bound on the number of monochromatic
edges in coloring χ∗ of H. Let us first consider heavy and conflict
vertices. By our assumption, the number of such vertices is upper bounded by 32  n. Therefore, the number of edges incident to
these vertices is upper bounded by 23  n` . Hence, it is sufficient to
show that there are at most 31  n` monochromatic edges in H that
are not incident to heavy or conflict vertices.
Let us fix a vertex v that is neither heavy nor conflict. We show
that there are at most 13  n`−1 monochromatic edges incident to
v in H, which by our arguments above will complete the proof.
Vertex v is colored in χ∗ with color i such that (i) v is i-colorable
with respect to hS, χi and (ii) the potential function satisfies
1
∆ΦH (v, i, hS, χi) ≤  n`−1 .
(2)
3

The above results and our framework from Theorem 5
imply the following result.
Theorem 6 There is an -tester for the hypergraph ke
colorability with the query complexity O((k
`/2 )` ).


6. Hereditary Graph Properties and ACPs

Let χ0 be the extension of coloring χ to S ∪ {v} by coloring
v with color i. Notice that in order for an edge e incident to v to
be monochromatic in coloring χ∗ , for every vertex u ∈ (e ∩ S) it
must hold χ(u) = i. This motivates us to define the following set

In this section we consider hereditary graph properties.
A graph property Π is any family of graphs that is preserved
under graph isomorphism (that is, if G satisfies property Π
and G0 is a graph isomorphic to G then G0 has property Π
too). A graph property Π is hereditary if it is closed under
taking induced subgraphs, that is, if for every graph G having property Π every induced subgraph of G has property
Π too (see, e.g., [8]). We call a graph property Π stronglytestable [1] if for every  > 0 there exists a (one-sided error)
-tester for Π whose query complexity is bounded only by
a function of , which is independent of the size of the input

v
Ei,j
hS, χi := {e ∈ E : v ∈ e, |e \ S| = ` − j, ∀u∈e∩S χ(u) = i}.

Thus, an edge e incident
to v may be monochromatic in colorS
v
ing χ∗ only if e ∈ `−2
E
hS, χi (notice that χ∗ ensures that
i,j
j=0
S
v
v
`−1
1
Ei,`−1
hS, χi = ∅). We show that `−2
,
j=0 Ei,j hS, χi ≤ 3  n
which implies that there are at most 13  n`−1 monochromatic
edges incident to v in H, and hence, yields the proof of the lemma.
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graph. We consider the standard adjacency matrix model
(see the previous section for the more general definition for
hypergraphs).
In the previous section we gave a reduction from hypergraph coloring to ACPs that satisfies the requirements of
our framework which proves that hypergraph coloring can
be tested efficiently. We observe that the constructed ACPs
are not equivalent to the hypergraph coloring problem in the
following sense: There might be a subset S of vertices such
that the subgraph induced by S does not have a proper coloring but the corresponding ACP has a self-feasible basis.
Nevertheless, the bases of the ACPs have a nice interpretation on the corresponding hypergraph: each basis corresponds to a coloring of a certain subset of vertices. Two
natural questions arise of whether it is possible to apply our
framework to other graph properties and, if this is possible, whether there is a nice interpretation of bases for these
properties. We answer the first question by showing that we
can apply our framework to any testable hereditary graph
property. The second question remains open.
We show that a hereditary graph property can be tested
efficiently in the adjacency matrix model if and only if there
is a reduction to ACPs. Although it is known [3, 18] that
a testable hereditary graph property Π can be tested by a
canonical tester (a tester that samples a set of vertices and
accepts if and only if the induced subgraph has property
Π) the straightforward reductions to ACPs either violate the
distance preserving or the feasibility preserving property.
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Theorem 7 Let Π be a hereditary graph property. Let 0 <
 < 1. Let G be the set of all graphs on the vertex set
V = {1, . . . , n}. For any δ, % ∈ N, let ACP(δ,%) (V ) be the
set of abstract combinatorial programs of dimension (δ, %)
over V . Then, Π is strongly-testable if and only if there
are δ = δ(), % = %(), and λ = λ(), such that for every G ∈ G there exists an abstract combinatorial program
AG ∈ ACP(δ,%) (V ) satisfying the following two properties:
((, λ)-Distance Preserving) if G is -far from Π then any
basis in AG is λ-far from feasible, and
(Feasibility Preserving) for any S ⊆ V , if the subgraph
GS satisfies property Π then there is a self-feasible basis for S in AG .
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